Low resolution structure of the influenza C glycoprotein determined by electron microscopy.
The influenza C glycoprotein is clearly seen to be a trimer in specimens prepared with uranyl stains. Three-dimensional reconstructions from naturally occurring hexagonal arrays show that at low resolution (approximately 30 A) the influenza C glycoprotein exhibits similar features to the haemagglutinin glycoprotein of influenza A. Both have a triangular stalk near the membrane. Further from the membrane, the stalk becomes broader and the monomers more separated, leaving an open centre. The molecule narrows at the top. The regions of greatest contact between adjacent trimers in the arrays are situated nearer the distal end of the molecule. These contact zones can be related to equivalent zones on the influenza A haemagglutinin. Differences between the structure of the influenza A haemagglutinin glycoprotein determined by X-ray analysis and reconstructions of the influenza C glycoprotein are greatest at either end of the molecule, where the reconstructions are least reliable. Ordered glycoprotein arrays have not been observed on influenza C virions incubated at low pH. The staining patterns of glycoproteins on intact virions are essentially determined by the pH at which the virus is incubated, and the stain type, but not the pH of the stain.